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Form No.(J)3 
HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON APPEAL 

 District :: Nalbari 
 

 

IN THE COURT OF CIVIL JUDGE ::::::::::::::::::::NALBARI 

 
 
Present :  Himakshi Thakuria Buragohain            

   Civil Judge  

   Nalbari. 

 

   Thursday, the 12th day of April, 2018 

 
 

   TITLE APPEAL No. 02/15 

 
 

From the Judgment & Decree dated 03-12-14 passed by Learned Munsiff No.1, 

Nalbari in Title Suit No.09/10. 

                    
 
    1. Md. Taher Ali 
    2. Md. Fazar Ali 
    3. Md. Chattar Ali   

---------Plaintiffs/Appellants 
 
            - VS  - 
 

    1. Md. Kuddus Ali 
    2. Md. Amir Ali 
    3. Mstt. Aimal Bibi 

            -------Defendants/Respondents 
 
 
 
This appeal having been heard on 22-03-2018 in presence of :-  
 

Advocate for the Appellants :-  Mr. Arup Baishya    

Advocate for the Respondents :-  Md. Abdul Majid 
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TITLE APPEAL No. 02/15 
 

         J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T     A  N  D    O  R  D  E  R 

  
 
1. The judgment and decree dated 03/12/14 passed by the Ld. Munsiff 

No.1, Nalbari i/c with T.S. No.09/10, are the subject matter under challenge in 

this present Civil first appeal.  

 

2. Being highly dissatisfied and aggrieved with the Judgment delivered in 

T.S. No.09/10 which was dismissed vide the Judgment and decree dated 

03/12/14 passed by the Ld. Munsiff No.1, Nalbari, the plaintiffs as appellant 

has preferred the instant appeal on the following grounds:- 

 

G  R  O  U  N  D  S 

 

i) That the impugned judgment was bad in law as well as in fact. 

ii) That the Ld. Munsiff No.1 wrongly recorded the Patta No. As 238 while 

the patta No. Is 234 and as such the Ld. Munsiff No.1 committed error. 

iii) That the plaintiff never stated in the plaint that the Sale Deed 

no.3370/77 in respect of the land property measuring 2 B-2K-15 lechas was 

fraudulently executed by Jabbar Ali, father of the defendants in the name of 

Maseb Ali alias Maser Ali on 29-04-1977 rather Jabbar Ali obtained the said 

Sale Deed fraudulently shown executed by Moser Ali alias Maseb Ali and as 

such the Ld. Munsiff No.1 committed gross error the impugned judgment is 

liable to be dismissed. 

iv) That Ld. Munsiff No.1 deliberately overlooked about the knowledge of 

the Sale Deed mentioned in the pleadings (plaint) that the plaintiffs came to 

know about the sale deed in the month of Sept./2009 when the 

defendants/respondents filed a proceeding u/s 145/146 CrPC in respect of the 

suit land. The plaintiffs filed title suit praying for reliefs, right, title, interest 

over the suit land. 

v) That the Ld. Munsiff No.1, Nalbari failed to record the statement 
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correctly mentioned in the para no.7 of the judgment that the 

plaintiff/appellant Taher Ali obtained a Certificate of the possession in respect 

of the land measuring 15 lechas covering Dag No.487 out side the suit land 

from the Banekuchi Revenue Circle not from the Barkhetri Revenue Circle 

which part was wrongly recorded by the Munsiff No.1. 

vi) That the Ld. Munsiff No.1 committed gross mistake by restraining the 

plaintiff/appellant from entering in to the suit land while the injunction petition 

was already disposed by the Ld. Munsiff dismissing the injunction petition 

separately and as such the judgment in respect of the injunction illegal and 

improper. 

vii) That the respondent side never adduced any oral or documentary 

evidence to prove the point of counter claim and also no issue was framed out 

for counter claim and as such the judgment delivered by the Munsiff No.1 was 

illegal and improper and liable to be dismissed. 

viii) That in the petition of the counter claim, no relief for partition was 

prayed by the defendant/respondent which was overlooked by the Munsiff 

No.1 and as such the judgment was bad in law. 

ix) That the issue No.4 was wrongly recorded and framed out while no 

land property relating to Sale Deed No.337/77 was involved in the suit and also 

suit land was not transfered by sale to the defendant/respondent no.1 & 2 and 

as such the entire issue was framed out wrongly and the judgment was bad in 

law. 

x) That PW-2 Aswad Ali never admitted the execution of the Sale Deed 

which was deliberately overlooked by the Munsiff No.1 and as such the trial 

court committed a gross error. 

xi) That the acquirement of 15 lechas of land property comprising the Dag 

No.487 of the suit patta was no longer a material point for decision of the suit. 

The said Dag is comprising more than 15 lechas (i.e. land comprising 3 bighas 

1 katha 19 lechas) and presumption of the Munsiff No.1 was a bious view. 

xii) That the presumption of the trial court as to calling for original 

mortgage deed which was manipulated to convert into sale deed with 

collaboration of DW-2 Aswad Ali, a petition writer was a gross error committed 

by Munsiff No.1 and the judgment was liable to be dismissed. 
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xiii) That the DW-1 was not the attesting witnesses who was not present at 

the relevant time to of the execution of the alleged sale deed in the Sub-

Register Office as stated in the cross-examination and the learned Munsiff 

No.1 taking bious view delivered the judgment. 

xiv) That the sale deed was not executed following the provision of section 

3 of the Transfer of Property Act. The DW-2 Aswad Ali as admitted at the 

direction of Jabbar Ali wrote the sale deed which was the violation of the 

section 3 of the Transfer of Property Act and as such violation of the provision 

regarding execution of the sale deed became clear and crystal and the 

judgment was bad in law. 

xv) That the learned Munsiff No.1 overlooked the correction of the revenue 

record in the name of the defendants/respondents directly excess land without 

recording the mutation in the name of Jabbar Ali, the father of the 

defendants/respondents committed gross error under the provision of Assam 

Land Revenue Manual and as such the judgment was illegal and improper. 

xvi)  That the appellants reserve the grounds for adducing at the time of 

hearing.  

 

3. On the above grounds the appellant has prayed for setting aside the 

impugned judgment and decree. After admitting the appeal the record of T.S. 

No.09/10 was called for and the same was received. 

 

4. On appraisement of the original case record, it appears that the plaintiff 

has filed the suit for declaration and other consequential relief. 

 

5. The fact of the plaintiff's case in brief is that out of the total land 

measuring 5 bigha 1 katha 10 lechas  in Dag No 486, 487, 489 in patta no. 

324,  4 bigha 3 katha  8 lechas of land belonged to Leteru Seikh and 3 katha 8 

bigha belonged to Sukhna Seikh. The suit land is plot of land measuring 2 

bigha 2 katha 15 lechas covered by Dag No. 486 and 487 and patta No. 234. 

After the death of Leteru Seikh his heirs Mased Ali and Ambad Ali inherited the 

4 bigha 3 katha 8 lechas. During his life time Sukhna Seikh sold his land to 

Jabbar Ali, the predecessor of the defendant. After the death of Jabbar Ali the 
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defendant No. 1,2,3 inherited the suit land. Maser Ali and Ambad Ali entered 

into an amicable settlement by which Ambad Ali relinquished his share from 

the suit patta and took similar share in another patta. After Ambad Ali 

relinquished his share, the entire land measuring 4 bigha 3 katha 8 lechas  fell 

in the share of Maser Ali. During the life time of Maser Ali and after his death, 

the legal heirs of Maser Ali were in possession of the said 4 bigha 3 katha 8 

lechas of land. The plaintiff alleged that the father of the principal defendant 

forged the sale deed vide Sale Deed no. 3370/77 in the name of Maser Ali in 

respect of 2 bigha 2 katha 15 lecha of land. Out of 5 bigha 10 katha land in PP 

No. 486/487.  In the month of September,2009 when the defendant filed the 

suit in the DC office, Nalbari by making the plaintiff a party, the latter came to 

know about the sale deed. According to the plaintiff, the defendant got their 

name mutated in the revenue records on 10/11/80. Hence, the plaintiffs has 

filed this case for declaration of right title of interest of possession over the 

suit land and for cancellation of the sale deed dated 29-04-2077. 

 

6. On receiving notice the defendant appeared and filed their written 

statement and counter claim. In their written statement the defendant has 

denied all the averments made in the plaint. The defendant in their written 

statement and counterclaim stated that their predecessor has purchased the 

suit land in the year 1977 by executing a registered sale deed and had taken 

possession of the suit land after that. Thereafter the defendant have been 

paying all revenue in respect of the suit land. Jabbar Ali was cultivating over 

the suit land measuring 2 bigha  2 katha 15 lechas till his death on 28/3/1992. 

After the death of Jabbar Ali his heirs has been cultivating over the same 

through labours and Adhi. In the year 2009 the defendant allowed the plaintiff 

No. 1 Taher Ali to cultivate over the suit land on his request. It is the plea of 

the defendant that 15 lechas of land covered by Dag No. 487 was acquired  by 

the land acquisition officer for construction of National Highway 31. The 

plaintiff Md. Taher Ali at that time obtained a certificate of Possession of the 

suit land from the Circle Officer, Barkhetri Revenue Circle and claimed 

compensation for 15 lechas of land which is a part of Dag No. 487. The 

defendant raised objection by filing petition before the Circle Officer and the 
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certificate  of possession in favour of the plaintiff  Taher Ali was cancelled 

holding that plaintiff was not the possessor of the 15 lechas of land. At the 

same time a certificate of possession was issued in favour of the defendant 

No.1. Thereafter a proceeding was also drawn and the section 145 CrPC by the 

Addl. DM, Nalbari and the suit land was attached u/s 146 CrPC. According to 

the defendant the predecessor of the defendant expired about 16 years ago 

and Maser Ali expired about 7 years ago. But during their life time Maser Ali 

never told anybody about the Sale Deed No. 3370/77. According to the 

defendants Sale Deed is a valued one and as such has prayed for declaration 

of right title interest and possession over the suit land and for permanent 

injunction.  

 

7. Upon pleadings of the parties learned trial court has framed the 

following issues: 

I  S  S  U  E  S 

 

i) Whether the suit is maintainable? 

ii) Whether there is cause of action for the suit? 

iii) Whether the suit is properly valued? 

iv) Whether the registered sale-deed no.3370/77 executed in favor of 

the father of the defendant no.1 & 2 is illegal? 

v) Whether the plaintiffs have right, title, interest and possession over 

the suit land? 

vi) Whether the defendant no.1, 2 & 3 have right, title, interest and 

possession over the suit land? 

vii)  Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the reliefs as prayed for? 

 viii) To what other relief/reliefs, the parties are entitled to 

 ix) Whether the defendants are entitled to the reliefs as prayed for? 

 

8. The plaintiff side had adduced the evidence of 3(three) witnesses and 

exhibited 3(three) documents. The defendant side had adduced the evidence 

of 4(four) witnesses and exhibited 4(four) documents. 
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  I have heard the Ld. Counsels for both the parties and gone through 

the materials on records as well as the memorandum of appeal. The vital 

issues in the suit are issue no.(iv), (v) and (vi) the result of the present appeal 

is depended upon the discussion and finding in these issues. 

 

F I N D I N G S  A N D  R E A S O N S  T H E R E O F 

 

9. The very first issue which is taken up for discussion is issue no.(iv). 

Issue No.(iv) is contingent upon the question as to whether the registered 

Sale Deed No.3370/77 executed in favor of the father of the 

defendant no.1 & 2 is illegal ? 

 

10. One of the grounds taken in the memo of appeal is that the issue no.4 

was wrongly recorded and framed out as no landed property relating to the 

sale deed no.337/77 was involved in the suit and also the suit land was not 

transfered by sale to the defendant/respondent no.1 & 2 and as such the 

entire issue was framed out wrongly and the judgment bad in law. 

 

11. On appraisement of the pleadings of the parties, it appears that the 

plaintiff/appellant has filed this suit for declaration of their right title interest 

and for confirmation of the possession over the suit land measuring 2 bighas 2 

kathas 15 lechas as described in Schedule “Kha” of the plaint. The plaintiff has 

prayed for declaration that the sale deed no.3370/77 as well as the mutation 

of the defendant is illegal and invalid and for issuing precept for correction of 

revenue record. 

 

12. The learned counsel for the appellant while arguing the case submitted 

that the defendants also took a counter claim in the suit and in their counter 

claim they sought for a relief for declaring the sale deed no.3370/77 to be 

legal. According to the learned counsel for the appellant if the said sale deed is 

valid and a legal document, why the defendants required to file their counter 

claim seeking relief for a declaration that the sale deed is a valid one. The 
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learned counsel further submitted that the counter claim of the defendant and 

the relief sought for there, prima facie proves that the defendants themselves 

are in doubt about the due execution of the disputed sale deed no.3370/77 

marked as Exhibit-Ka, alleged to be executed by the father of the plaintiffs, for 

which they were required to sought for a declaration from the court declaring 

the same to be valid. 

 

13. For finding out the real fact, let us go back to the cross-examination of 

PW-1. In his cross examination PW-1 stated that in the year 1977 his father 

Maser Ali had kept the suit land with the father of the defendant, Jabbar Ali, as 

mortgage but at that time they did not enter into any registered deed. 

However only a hand note was executed. But in his pleadings we don’t find 

any mention about the  mortgaging of the suit land by the father of the 

plaintiff before the defendant Jabbar Ali. PW-1 as the plaintiff only stated that 

Jabbar had fraudulently executed a sale deed in the name of Maser Ali on 29-

04-77 vide registered sale deed no.3370/77 in respect of 2 bighas 2 kathas 15 

lechas of land out of 5 bighas 10 lechas of land in PP. No.486/487. We also find 

PW-1 simultaneously stating in his cross examination that the mortgage deed 

executed by his father was registered and the registration no. of the said deed 

was 3370/77. 

 

14. According to PW-1, he neither filed any petition before the court to call 

for the record nor did he call any official witness from the office of the Sub-

Register. From the cross examination of PW-1 it appears that it was within the 

knowledge of the plaintiff that a deed was executed between his father and 

Jabbar Ali in year 1977 and the same was registered  as deed no.3370/77.  

 

15. On the other hand the defendant has exhibited the original sale deed 

as Exhibit-“Ka” and has also adduced the evidence of the scribe and the 

witnesses of the sale deed. On going through Exhibit-“Kha” it appears that 

DW-2, Ashad Ali was the scribe of the said deed and DW-4 Mohsinuddin 

Ahmed was the witness in the deed. DW-4, Sayed Mohsinuddin stated in his 

cross examination that he has put his signature in the said deed both as an 
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identifier and as a witness. His signature as identifier has been exhibited as 

Exhibit-“Ka(10)”. Again we find DW-4’s signature as witness is marked as 

Exhibit-“Ka(1)”. The signature of DW-2 i.e. the scribe is exhibited as Exhibit-

“Ka(2)”, “Ka(3)” & “Ka(4)”. According to DW-4 the entire transaction was done 

at Rs.500/- which was paid by Jabbar Ali. 

 

16. Inspite of the fact that the sale deed is more than 30 years old, the 

defendant has proved the same by adducing the evidence of the witnesses and 

the scribe. Now, if we go through the cross of PW-2 Ashad Ali we find him 

stating that he was a witness to the deed which was executed by Maser Ali in 

favour of Jabbar Ali. PW-2 also stated that the deed was executed in the year 

1977 for 2 bigha 2 katha 15 lechas land. It appears from the cross of PW-2 

that he is the brother of Maser Ali. PW-1 had also stated in his cross 

examination that his paternal uncle, Ashad Ali was present at the time of 

execution of the deed. Though PW-2 stated in his cross that he does not know 

if Mohshen Ali was a witness to the deed and who wrote the deed. DW-2 has 

stated in his cross that at the time of execution Mohsinuddin was present.  

 

17. The learned counsel while arguing the case submitted that it is clearly 

mentioned in Ext-1 of the plaintiff/appellant as well as in Ext-'Kha' of the 

defendant /respondent  that there is total of 5 bigha 12 lechas land in the said 

dag no 486 and 487. But in Ext 'Ka' the land sold is shown to be the part of 5 

bigha 10 lechas of land. According to the learned counsel for the 

plaintiff/appellant as the actual owner of the land never executed Ext-'Ka' the 

said discrepancies occurred. Here I would like to point out that it is already 

discussed earlier that PW-1 and PW-2 had admitted in their cross-examination 

that Maser Ali  had executed a deed in favour of Jabbar Ali and PW-2 was 

present at that time and the defendant have also proved that PW-2 was one of 

the witness in Ext-'Ka'. 

 

18. After going through the evidence of both the parties, it is very clear 

that the plaintiff, his father and their relatives were aware about the execution 

of the deed in the year 1977. If the deed was forged by Jabbar Ali, the father 
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of the plaintiff should have filed a case for cancellation of the deed during his 

lifetime. But we neither find the plaintiff nor the father of the plaintiff filing any 

case against Jabbar Ali during his lifetime. Apart from that we find PW-1 

stating in his cross examination that he has filed this case after 4 years from 

the death of his father.  

 Hence, in my view the discussion made by the learned trial court in 

connection with this issue warrants no interference. Situated thus this issue 

No. 4 is decided in the negative and in favour of the defendant. 

 

19. Now, for the sake of convenience issue no.(v) & (vi) is taken up 

together for discussion. Issue No.(v) & (vi) are contingent upon the question 

as to whether the plaintiffs or the defendants has right, title & 

interest over the suit land ? 

 

20. In their counter claim the defendant submitted that  after the death of 

Jabbar Ali his heirs has been cultivating over the same through labours and 

Adhi. In the year 2009 the defendant allowed the plaintiff No. 1 Taher Ali to 

cultivate over the suit land on his request. It is the plea of the defendant that 

15 lechas of land covered by Dag No. 487 was acquired  by the land 

acquisition officer for construction of National Highway 31. The plaintiff Md. 

Taher Ali at that time obtained a certificate of Possession of the suit land from 

the Circle Officer, Barkhetri Revenue Circle and claimed compensation for 15 

lechas of land which is a part of Dag No. 487. The defendant raised objection 

by filing petition before the Circle Officer and the certificate  of possession in 

favour of the plaintiff Taher Ali was cancelled holding that plaintiff was not the 

possessor of the 15 lechas of land. At the same time a certificate of possession 

was issued in favour of the defendant No.1. 

 

21. If we go through the cross of PW-2 we find him also stating that some 

land out of 2 bigha 2 katha 15 lechas  has been acquired by the Government 

and Kuddus Ali got compensation for this acquisition. The plaintiff could not 

shake the case of the defendant that plaintiff no. 1 was allowed to cultivate on 
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the suit land by the defendant in the year 2009 as per his request. The plaintiff 

also while cross-examining  the DWs could not establish the fact that they 

were in possession of the suit land. Whereas while cross-examining DW-3 it is 

revealed that till the date of sale of the suit land, Maseb Ali was in possession 

of the suit land. That means after the sale of suit land Jabbar Ali took over the 

possession over the suit land. 

 

22.   The learned counsel for the plaintiff/ appellant while arguing in the 

case submitted that Sukhna Seikh sold his land measuring 3 Katha 2 lechas to 

Jabbar Ali and if for the sake of argument we hold that the suit land of 2 bigha 

2 katha 15 lechas was purchased by father of the defendant then the 

purchased land of Jabbar Ali in this patta would be 3 katha 2 bigha + 2 bigha 

2 katha 15 lecha = 3 Bigha 17 lecha only. But Ext-'Ga' shows that the father of 

the defendant gifted them  3 bigha  1 katha 18 lechas of land of patta No. 234 

which is quite absard and not legally sustainable. Here I would like to point out 

that the plaintiff had claimed the right, title, interest and possession over the 

suit land measuring 2 bigha 2 katha  15 lechas. The defendant has also 

claimed their right, title, interest and possession over the same. In this case 

we are concerned only about the fact as to whom the suit land measuring 2 

bigha 2 katha 15 lechas belongs and not as to how much land the father of the 

defendant had in his possession. 

 

23. It is already established earlier that the father of the defendant Jabbar 

Ali had purchased the suit land measuring 2 bigha 2 katha 15 lechas of land 

from the father of the plaintiff Maseb Ali through a sale deed No. 2370/77 and 

that since then Jabbar Ali has been possessing the same and after his death 

his heirs who are the defendant inherited the suit property. In view of the 

above discussion it appears that the findings of the learned trial court in issue 

No. 5 and 6 warrants no interference and the same is upheld. Situated thus 

the issue No. 5 is decided in the negative and in favour of the defendant and 

issue no. 6 is decided in the affirmative and in favour of the defendant. 
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24.  Finally issue no.(vii), (viii) & (ix) are taken up together for discussion as 

those are relating to the reliefs claimed by the parties. It appears from the 

above discussion that the issue no.(iv), (v) & (vi) are discussed in favor of the 

defendants. 

 Hence in view of the findings in the issues the plaintiffs are not entitled 

to any relief. The Ld. Trial Court has rightly held that the defendants are 

entitled to the relief as prayed for in their counter claim. Hence I find nothing 

to interfere with the findings of the Ld. Trial Court in issue no.(iv), (v) & (vi). 

 

O  R  D  E  R 

 

25. In the result, the present first Civil Appeal is bereft of merit and thus, 

the same stands dismissed on contest with cost. 

 The impugned Judgment and decree dated 03-12-14 in T.S. 09/10 

passed by the Learned Munsiff No.1 is hereby affirmed. 

 Draw up a decree accordingly.  

 Send down the original case  record being T.S. No.09/10 to the court of 

the first instance with a copy of the Judgment forthwith.  

 

  Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 12th day 

of April/2018. 

 

 

          Civil Judge 
           Nalbari 
 

Dictated & Corrected by me 

 

 

Civil Judge  
Nalbari 
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